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Sept. 8-9: New Orleans, La. 4th A n n .
Fest,
Sept. 16: Little Rock, Ark. Central
Dist. Dance.
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flip instrumental
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PIANO ROLL BLUES
flip instrumental

Music by Frank Messina
and The Mavericks
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AQUA
RECORD CO,
960 Westlake Ave^ North
Seattle 9, Washington

AQUA'S NEW
CONVENTION RELEASES
No 212
S1RI TANGO
NAUGHTY BUT NICE
No. 213
JERR-DEE WALTZ
SAMBA MIXER
No. 214
WHITE LILACS
ILLUSION WALTZ

Dear A rvid:
As local Round Dance leaders and
instructors, we can’t begin to tell you
how much more we enjoy and use the
new American Squares. Congratula
tions!
Roy and Dulcy Belz
Richmond, Va.
As part of a continuing effort to serve
the needs of instructors and dancers,
future issues of SQUARES (starting in
September) will contain many new
features and useful material.

No. 215
SUNNY WALTZ
LINDSAY WALTZ

FOR YOUR
ROUND DANCE
ENJOYMENT

Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses, Peasant
Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts

COVER TALK

Summertime is vacation time. Each
year more and more dancers combine
travel and dancing for a worthwhile
and enjoyable summer vacation. This
month’s cover artist Ray Moeglich sa
lutes camps, institutes and vacations
around the country for the outstand
ing role they serve in promoting
square dancing and other recreational
activities.

Ready to w ear and made to order . . . Send
for brochure and name of local supplier.

1460 W ASHINGTON AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
TEL. IE 8-8794

* jW £ S T tR H \ ^

tiw le e
No. 599 RAGTIME MELODY
Original new singing call by Mike Michele, Flip.
For the past decade Mike has been one of
America's top callers and writers. You'll like
this call. Available Aug. 15th.

4146 E. Beatrice, Phoenix, Ariz
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Dear A rvid:
Square dancing gives three things
that are essential to our happiness.
First, there is MENTAL ALERTNESS.
Second, there is PHYSICAL EXER
CISE. Third, there is SOCIAL CON
TACT. A ll three are great, but the
greatest of these is SOCIAL CON
TACT.
By this the handicapped person can
be brought to the realization that he
is being transposed from the position
of a freak to that of an exceptional
performer in the dance of life.
Lee Waddell
La Mesa, Calif.
AMERICAN SQUARES
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Records presents

SIDE 1

t e r r if ic

SQUARE
DANCES
BY THE OLD AUCTIONEER HIMSELF!
AND YOU'LL FLIP WITH JOY WHEN
YOU TRY THIS EXCITING NEW LP

errbach

Record

WALK RIGHT BACK
DIMINISHING STAR
BUNDLE OF
SOUTHERN SUNSHINE
HASH
SOUTH PACIFIC SHORE

SIDE 2
SQUARE THRU DIXIE
MILLION DOLLAR SMILE
SIDES CUT IN VARIED
QUICK SILVER
ARIZONA
DOUBLE STAR

Service

BOGAN

BLUE STAR

1131- -What Fun It's Gonna Be
Billy Lewis, caller. Flip
1132—Swing Your Bundle of Love
Nathan Hale, caller.
Flip

1582—Foot Prints In the Snow
Vaughn Parrish, caller.
Flip,
1583—Walkin'/Running Fiddle
Hoedown.

BENZ

SWINGING SQUARE

1208—W hadausay
Ben Baldwin, caller.
Flip,

2314—Two Hoots and a Holler
Lou LaKous, caller. Flip.
45 rpm — $1.45

We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

AND
CIRCLE
TO
THE
RIGHT

Yes, ladies, order the new Hinote line of fine
square dance shoes. They are made especially for
square dance people.

FESTIVALS
S o ft g lo v e le a t h e r
w ith e la s tic to p s.
Pleated toe and full
leather sole w ith a
cookie heel.
Black,
white, red,
djCf Att
blue or pink
G old or silver $ 9 .4 5

THE
PROMENADE
PUMP
Availab le w ith either
drawstring or elastic
top. These soft sole
ribbon tie shoes have a
built-in wedge. Black,
white, red,
qet
blue or pink
$ 0 .1 * 0
Gold or silver $ 9 .9 5

THE
PROMENADE
MOC
Perfect w ith squaw
dresses. The moc has
a built-in wedge with
fu ll soft leather sole.
B la c k , w h ite , re d ,

pink ° f

$ 5 .4 5

Gold or silver $ 9 .4 5

THE HINOTE
BALLET
Light in weight with
th r e e -q u a r t e r s so ft
leather soles. D rawstring tops hold the
shoes firm ly in place.
B la c k , w h ite , re d ,

-

....

,
*

pink 01
$ 3 -7 5
Gold or silver $ 5 .9 5

ALL STYLES: SIZES 3 to 10 -

AAAA to D

Hinote square dance shoes are sold by m ail. You can order direct from Hinote
by sending your flat shoe size, the style of shoe and an outline of your right
foot. Please
35tf for handling and mailing.
se add 35

I

Mole
jk

creations

3261 FLUSHING ROAD
FLINT 4 , MICHIGAN

PROMPT
CALLING
By HARLAN EDWARDS

PROMPT CALLS FOR SMOOTHER DANCING
Prompt calling depends on proper
timing of the call. Correct timing
depends on proper recognition of the
musical phrase. Prompt calling is
putting the "command” of the call on
the final beats of a previous phrase
so the dancers can start a dance figure
on the first beat of a phrase.
Phrasing of music is done by count
ing the musical beats produced by the
melody instrument. This counting of
beats also counts the steps for the
dancers, one step for each beat.
The DOWNBEAT is the bass of the
music, the "boom,” "boom,” "boom”
of the bass instrument. This beat
counts out the rhythm of the musical
phrase. On this beat the dancer sets
down the heel and takes the weight
on the foot.
The UPBEAT is composed of the
chords of the accompaniment, the
"chuck” of the guitar or other similar
instrument. It follows the bass notes.
On this beat the dancer slides forward
on the ball of the foot. Music w ith a
pronounced "boom chuck” rhythm
AUGUST 1961

smooths out dancing and inspires the
"swish,” "swish” of dancing feet.
Musical beats follow a definite rhy
thmic pattern. The caller must recog
nize this pattern to properly meter his
call. The topic of "metering” is dis
cussed later.
Here are the more common types of
square dance rhythms.
2/4 rh yth m is easily recognized in
the "boom chuck/9 "boom chuck99
of a reg u lar fid d le tune.
4/4 rhythm is a m arch tempo, as the
"boom/9 "boom/9 "boom/9 "boom99
of a m arch in g tune.
6/8 rhythm is a sk ip p in g tempo. A
little pause follow s two "quicks99 in
the pattern, such as "tata
"tata -,99
"tata -,99 In this type of rhythm the
two quicks and a pause combine to
form a "trip let.99 For our purpose
each of these "trip lets99 is one m usi
cal beat.

A ll music is composed, or construct
ed, in such a manner that its rhythm
9

PROMPT C A LLIN G (co n tin u ed )

Phrase Square Dance Calls
follows a definite numerical patter.
Most of our dance music has been com
posed to a beat, or step pattern, based
on 16, 32, or 64 counts. The melody
changes and then repeats itself in a
definite numerical sequence.
Square dancing, including contras
and quadrilles, usually follows a beat
or step pattern based on multiples of
eight.
To illustrate how a musical phrase
is broken down into square dance
phrases consisting of eight beats to
each phrase, consider the familiar
tune "Trail of the Lonesome Pine.”
Punctuate the words of the call in
groups representing eight musical
beats to a line. Assume that the punc
tuation marks have the following
meanings.
Comma — a pause
Sem i-colon — the continuation of
the same m usical phrase
P eriod — the end of a m usical phrase
P aragrap h = the end of the story of
the m usic .
Walk ail around your corner,
bow to your own,
Join hands circle left, 'round
that ring you roam;
Allemande the corner lady
and w eave that ring,
W eave in and out 'till you meet
your own;
Do-sa-do, then your partner
you swing,
Swing her 'round and 'round,
promenade her and sing;
In the Blue Ridge Mountains of
Virginia,
On the Trail of the Lonesome
Pine.

( ,)
( ;)
( ,)
( ;)
( ,)
( ;)
( ,)
( .)

In this tune the complete musical
phrase consists of eight lines of eight
beats to a line, a total of 64 beats. At
the end of the 64 beats the "story”
of the music has been told, and the
10

tune starts over again from the be
ginning. Note that the semi-colons
mark places where the tune changes
but the tune is not complete at these
points. This entire music phrase is a
complete "paragraph” in that it tells
the complete story of the music.
Every singing call and patter tune
can be broken down in this manner to
show how the music is phrased. In
each case every line of eight beats is
treated as a dance phrase.
The statement "in phrase” means
that the caller is in phrase with the
music. The call, which tells the
dancer what to do during the dancing
phrase, is started on the first beat cf
that phrase. Most singing calls are
given in this manner.
For example, "first and third pro
menade half way around the square”
fills a phrase. In this singing type
call, the caller would start his call on
the first beat, and the dancers would
be expected to actually start on the
third beat of the music. The caller is
in phrase but the dancers are not
starting the figure on the first beat.
"On phrase” means that the caller
is putting the COMMAND of his call
in the last half of a previous dance
phrase so the dancers can start the
figure on the first beat of a phrase.
The dancer has been prompted, told
what to do, ahead of the dance phrase
and can start the figure on the first
musical beat.
Prompt calling is always used when
calling contras and should be practiced
when calling quadrilles. Calling on
phrase can also be used effectively in
patter calls.
Here is a contra call put on phrase.
The dance is a double minor where
couples 1-3-5-7-etc. are crossed over.
A " - ” and capital letters represent a
musical beat. The first call of this
dance is put ahead of the dancing
(concluded on page 32)
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(CONCLUDED FROM LAST MONTH)

As we saw, the name "ecossoise”
faded out fairly soon in England, but
I came across it not long ago from a
rather unexpected quarter, namely
from Silesia. One of the German
groups with which I danced shortly
after the war (the one in SalzgitterLebenstedt) is near the East German
frontier, and quite a number of re
fugees from the east were living there.
Music and dances from what is now
Eastern Germany were fairly common.
Among the dances which they did was
one called, "Schlesische Ecossaise” and,
naturally, it turned out to be an ecossoise. It goes to a rather attractive,
slightly Mozartian tune, with a very
unhurried tempo compared with our
fam iliar reels and jigs.
To start with, active couples and
inactive couples face each other, each
AUGUST 1961

dancer joins both hands with the
dancer opposite, and the two lines so
formed move slowly apart and to
gether with a step which is to a gallop
as a slow walk is to a run.
Then, with s te p -s w in g balance
steps the four dancers perform a fig
ure rather like the beginning of
"Hull's Victory”. Finally, each danc
er takes his partner in both hands and
the couples dance round each other
with light running steps, shunting
backwards and forwards, not turning.
(A complete description w ill be
found in T he Folk D ancer, Volume I,
No. I.)
This last figure is very interesting
to the dance-historian, because it is
clearly an early type of poussette sur
viving in a pure form. In English and
Scottish country dances, the poussette
had developed into a polka-round
with ballroom hold by the time en
thusiasts started collecting the dances
in the early years of this centrury.
In America it had completely dis
appeared (its usual place at the end
of a dance being taken by the rightand-left.) In Scotland, though, it had
survived long enough for old people
to remember that it had been done
with a two-hand hold and not a ball
room hold.
An old manuscript was found which
confirmed this, but gave no further
details except that the couples some
times change places in the course of
the poussette and sometimes do not.
On the basis of this information the
poussette which is fam iliar in R.S.C.
D.S. circles today was reconstructed,
but documents discovered later show
that it is not much like the original.
The Silesian poussette is, however,
quite compatible w ith the early des
criptions (e.g. the description by
Thomas Wilson about 1820). Evident
ly, the isolation of this dance from the
general body of similar dances has
tended to freeze it in its original
form, just as isolation seems to have
slowed down evolution in the native
animals of Australia and New Zea
land.
11
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1 9 61 N A T I O N A L
CONVENTION

11th NATI ONAL
S QU A R E DANCE
CONVENTI ON

ATTENDANCE 19,000

June 14-15-16, 1962

FROM 48 STATES

Convention Hall
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Including Alaska
and Hawaii

1963

—

St. Paul, Minn.

DETROIT
CONVENTION
The 10th Annual Square Dance Con
vention held last month in Cobo Hall,
Detroit, Mich was a tremendous suc
cess. Pictured below, left, are dancers
in the three football field size dance
hall. Below, right, are more dancers
in the main arena. Right, Jerry Jacob
son, Des Moines, Iowa, is shown with
his AMERICAN SQUARES SQUARE
BEAR. SQUARE BEARS were given to
each new subscriber at the Conven
tion.
(Photos courtesy COPY CRAFT, INC., Detroit,
Mich.)

7 1b A T L A N T I C
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION
sponsored by

Northern New Jersey
Square Dancers' Assn.
at

ATLANTIC CiTY, NJ.
September 29-30, 1961
Hotel Chalfonte — Haddon Hall
Steel Pier Ballroom

Write Today For Reservations

N.N J.S .D .A .
Box 56
Metuchen, N.J.

DO N’T M ISS T H IS BIG ONE —
EVERYONE W ILL BE TH E R E !

Reinsbergs7

Schneider

Smiths7

A WOBBLY WHEEL
By John V/ard, Alton, Kan.

Promenade and don’t slow down
Keep on going ’round the town
One and three just wheel around
Star thru the couple you found
Do a right and left thru, two by two
Turn that girl and square thru
Square thru five hands ’round
Count to five, look-out, man
Allemande left, etc. . . .
THE SALESMAN'S FOLDER
By John W ard, Alton, Kan.

Four ladies chain, turn ’em around
The heads go up and back to town
Half square thru across the floor
Split that couple and line up four
Forward and back, you’re doing fine
Pass on thru and fold the lin e
Half square thru just like that
Go on to the next and box the gnat
Pass on thru and fold the lin e
Half square thru just like that
Go on to the next and box the gnat
Pass on thru and fold the lin e
Left allemande, etc. . . .
A BREAK
By Dick W eaver, Honolulu, Hawaii

One and three you bow and swing
Now promenade the outside ring
Just halfway ’round, then lead to the
right
Right and left thru, don’t take all
night
Turn your girl to a line of four
Go forward and back like you did
before
Now star thru, then square thru
Go all the way ’round and keep in
time
Y ou’re facing out, you’ve got a line
Calif, tw irl, go forward and back
Dixie chain on a double track
Girls turn left, the men turn right
There’s the corner, left allemande,
etc. . . .
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DOUBLE DIXIE TROUBLE
By Buford Evans, Prairie Village, Kan.

Heads go forward and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Separate, go around just one
Line up four, w e ll have a little fun
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Dixie chain that’s what you do
Face to the middle, two by two
Forward eight and back I shout
Arch in the middle, girls duck out
Turn back behind the men
Dixie chain, we’re gone again
Face to the middle, two by two
Forward eight and back I shout
Arch in the middle, men duck out
Go around one, here’s what you do
Left square thru in the middle of the
land
Four hands ’round, left allemande,
etc. . . .
SQUARE DANCERS' CANCAN
By John W ard, Alton, Kan.

One and three do a half sashay
Circle up eight while you’re that way
Circle to the left, here’s what we do
Now those who can, right and left
thru
Turn this Sue and cross-trail thru
Go ’round one and crowd right in
Circle up eight, w e’re gone again
Circle to the left, here’s what we do
Now those who can, right and left
thru
Turn this Sue and cross-trail thru
Go ’round one and crowd right in
Circle up eight, we’re gone again
Circle to the left, here’s what wo do
Now those who can, right and left
thru
Turn that girl, two by two
The other four you star thru, guess
who?
Allemande left, etc. . . .
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RAGTIME PIANO
By Max Forsylh

LADIES REVENGE NO. 3
By Madeline Allen, Larkspur, Calif.

Record: Windsor No. 4803 — Instru
mental/calls by Max Forsyth.

The head go forward and back that
way
The sides rollaway with a half sashay
Head ladies star right three-quarters
round
Star thru with the man you found
Head men star left three-quarters
round
Star thru with the gal you found
Go forward out and back you do
Bend the line and star thru
Allemande left, etc. . . .

Opener, Break and Closer:

W ell now you allemande your corner,
let’s do a grand sashay
Do-sa-do, look her in the eye,
right hand — pull on by
See-saw the next one, left hand to her
—and then pull by and do-sa-do the
next one, I’ll tell you when
Right hand, pull by and see-saw round
the next one there
Left hand, pull by and swing the next
one — promenade that square
(O h) there’ll be no new tunes on this
old piano
Ragtime piano of mine.
Figure:

And now those four ladies chain,
’cross that ring
The heads promenade halfway, half
way again down the middle, right
and left thru, turn sweet Adeline
Four ladies chain straight across,
turn baby o’ mine
Then whirlaway, weave by one, see
saw the next
Go back and swing that corner girl,
promenade the set
(Oh) there’ll be no new tunes on this
old piano
Ragtime piano of mine.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)
SNEAKY DRAW
By Del Coolman, Flint, Mich.

Bow to your partner, corners all
Four ladies chain across the hall
One and three go forward up and back
Star thru across the track
Double pass thru, that’s what you do
Then D R A W THE LINE (face your
partner and back away)
Pass thru, make a U turn back
Circle up eight right after that
Circle left in a pretty little ring
Circle left and hear me sing
Those who can, right and left thru
Turn that girl, two by two
The other four go forward and back
Star thru — look-out, Jack
Allemande left, etc. . . .
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BIG DADDY

Record: Grenn No. 12033 — Instru
mental/calls by Johnny Davis.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Join hands and circle left go round
the ring
Left allemande and then your partner
you swing
Men star left, go round the town
Pick up your partner w ith an arm
around
Men back out a fu ll turn, four ladies
chain
You chain ’em back and promenade
’em again
No need a searchin’ cause I can’t be
found
Big Daddy’s Alabama Bound.
Figure:

Heads to the right and circle round
the track
Break to a line, go forward up and
back
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double pass
thru
First couple go left, the next one
right, square thru you do
Four hands around and then the
corner swing
Swing with that lady, promenade that
old ring
No need a searchin’ cause I can’t be
found
Big Daddy’s Alabama Bound.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)
AM ERICAN SQUARES

HOME TOWN
By Fred Bailey

Record: Old Timer No. 8168 — In
strumental/calls by Fred Bailey.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Allemande your corner, come home —
swing your maid
Swing her round and round, then you
all promenade
Promenade that town, keep on going
—don’t slow down
Heads wheel around and pass thru,
move on to the next and star thru
Then pass thru, now allemande your
corner girl, you know
A grand old right and left,
boys, hurry — don’t be slow
Your promenade back home — keep
her, she’s your own
The queenie of your Home Town.
Figure:

The four little ladies promenade,
once around the ring
Do-sa-do your partner, the corner
girls you swing
Swing that lady round and round,
circle up eight when you come down
A ll four couples star thru, then
circle round the town
The men star left, a left hand star,
once around the ring
Do-sa-do new partner, the same
little girl you swing
Promenade this lady home — keep her
for your own
New queenie of your Home Town.
(Sequence: Opener (heads active),
Figure twice, Break (sides active),
Figure twice, Closer (either heads
or sides active).

RIP SAW
By Fred Christopher,
St. Petersburg, Fla.

The head two couples bow and swing
Promenade the outside ring
Half-way ’round and a little bit more
Lead to the right and circle four
A full turn around, don’t cut it short
The inside two rip and snort
In lines of four go forward and back
Then pass on thru across the track
Arch in the middle, the ends duck
thru
It’s a double pass thru across the night
First couple left, the next one right
* Just star thru, then square thru
three-quarters, man
Here comes the corner, left alleman
de, . . .
* or:
Just star thru, then eight chain thru
(fill-in patter)
Meet the same two, star thru, pass
thru
Meet the same two, star thru, pass thru
Square thru the next old two
Three-quarters ’round and
W hirlaw ay half sashay
There’s that corner, left allemande,. ..
A BREEZE

By Bob Dennington, San Diego, Calif.
Promenade, go ’round the town
One and three you wheel around
Do a right and left thru, two by two
Turn her now and cross-trail thru
Star thru with the girl you meet
Circle to the left and keep it neat
Whirlaway, left allemande, etc. . . .

DON'S DANCE

By John Ward, Alton, Kan.
Promenade, you go ’round and ’round
The head two couples just wheel
around
A full square thru with the two you
found
It’s four hands ’round, then whatdoyado
The four in the center just star thru
Then square thru three-quarters
’round, don’t just stand
W ith the lady on the right, left
allemande . . .
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PASS - PASS - PASS

By George Vagtborg, San Diego, Calif,
Four ladies chain across you do
One and three pass thru, face your
partner
Pass thru, all pass thru
Face your partner, pass thru
Face your partner, pass thru
Center four pass thru, all eight face
your partner
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Center four Calif, tw irl, left
allemande, etc. . . .
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THE OUTSIDE MAN
By Buford Evans, Prairie Village, Kan.

Side ladies chain that’s what you do
Heads go forward and back with you
Now square thru and count to four
Right and left thru at the side of the
floor
Turn the girls and dive thru and pass
thru
Inside ladies turn back
Chain across to the outside man
Turn ’em, boys, and circle up four
Two ladies break to lines of four
Forward eight and back with you

The Folk Dance Federation of
Minnesota recently adopted a new
name for the organization. A commit
tee appointed to select a new business
name felt that "the term 'folk’ is
associated with ethnic dances and does
not embrace all types of dancing.”
Members of the council subscribed
to the idea that folk dancing, round
dancing, and the like, are phases of
square dancing instead of square danc
ing being a part of the whole field
of folk dancing. Therefore, a motion
was passed that new stationery carry
the following heading: Square Danc

Rend the line and pass thru
Face down the line (or face the
m iddle)
Dixie chain on a double track
Girls turn back, left allemande, etc----WHERE IS SHE AT
By John Calhoun, Birmingham, A la.

Swing your partner, hold her tight
The two head ladies chain to the right
Turn ’em, boys, and don’t get lost
18

The new head ladies chain across
One and three, you bow and swing
Lead right out to the right of the
ring
Circle four, you’re doing fine
The head gents break and make two
lines
Forward eight and back w ith you
The four in the center square thru
Three-quarters ’round, that’s all you
do
The end two pass thru and join that
two
Forward out and back to the world

ers of the Folk Dance Federation of
Minnesota, Inc.
Dr. Ralph Piper has pointed out
that this attitude may be developing
elsewhere among square dancers and
square dance organizations in which
the leaders are uninformed about the
place of square dancing as a form of
folk dance. Square dancing, the
American National Dance, is one of
the folk arts and should be preserved
and recognized as such.
Give this matter your serious at
tention and let us know your reactions.

A ll four couples Calif, w hirl
Box the gnat across the floor
Back right up, two lines of four
Forward eight and back you go
The inside four do-sa-do
The outside four do a left square thru
(around the outside)
The inside four, you box the gnat
Square thru the other way back
Three-quarters, ’round, look-out, man
Find your corner, left allemande,
etc. . . .
AMERICAN SQUARES

SAME STAR - NEW ORBIT
By Bob McDaniel, Topeka, Kan.

Heads to the middle and back w ith
you
The same old two just square thru
Three-quarters ’round, then take your
girl
Promenade left, outside the world
Halfway ’round and then you two
Come down the middle a right and
left thru
Turn your girls and the same old two
Go up the middle and star thru
Face that couple and star thru
Face that couple and star thru
Face that couple and box the gnat
If you’re in the middle, just turn
around
Allemande left, . . .

KNOW YOUR HOBBY
READ A MAGAZINE
•

BOW AND SWING
$2.00 a year
Box 891
Kissimmee, Fla.

•

LET'S SQUARE DANCE
12 issues $1.00
26 Coleridge House
Churchill Gardens
London, S.W. 1, Eng.

•

MIDWEST DANCER
$2.00 a year
314 Cumberland Pkwy.
Des Plaines, III.

A QUICK QUICKIE
By Les Linn, Miami, Fla.

Join your hands, make a big ring
Circle to the left and hear me sing
A ll eight to the center, back with you
Now face your partner and star thru
Then cross-trail, look-out, man
There’s the corner, left allemande,
etc. . . .

•

NORTHERN JUNKET
12 issues $2.50
182 Pearl St.
Keene 5, N. H.

•

ROUND DANCER
$3.00 a year
1250 W. Garnette
Tucson, Ariz.

SEASICK SUSIE
By Fred Applegate, La Mesa, Calif.

Forward eight and back you get
Four ladies chain across the set
Heads box the gnat across from you
Change girls, Susie Que
Sides divide and box the gnat
Center four a left to Sue
Corners all a right and left thru
Left square thru from where you be
Heads go four, sides go three
Center four Susie Que
Heads divide and box the gnat
Center four, finish your Que
Corners all a right and left thru
Left square thru again for me
Sides go four, heads go three
Center four Susie Que
Sides divide and box the gnat
Center four, finish your Que
Corners all a right and left thru
Then dive thru, Calif, tw irl
Left allemande, etc. . . .
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TRIPPER NO. 3
By Del Coolman, Flint, Mich.
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send 4c stamp for our neiv catalog

One and three, right and left thru
Two and four, right and left thru
One and three, right and left thru
Two and four, the ladies chain
One and three, the ladies chain
Two and four, square thru
Four hands ’round, that’s what you do
Right and left thru the outside two
Allemande left, etc. . . .
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NEW
BASICS
New "basics" add variety and interest to square
dancing. Some become a permanent part of our
activity, some die a fast death.
a

current proposed "basic"

workshopped for

your

Each

month

is explained

and

consideration.

SHOOT THE MOON BASIC
By Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo.

Normally done from a circle of
eight facing out. A t the command
"heads separate and SHOOT THE
MOON,” the heads break with their
partners and turn in, under an arch
made by the side couple nearest them.
As soon as the heads have completed
the turn in, the sides automatically
do a Calif, twirl. This completes the
basic and the square is now in double
pass thru position.
SHOOT THE MOON BREAKS
By Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo.

Bow to your partners, corners all
Circle up left, go ’round the hall
Circle up left, now hear me shout
AMERICAN SQUARES

Calif, tw irl and you all face out
Now circle right, go ’round the room
The heads separate and SHOOT THE
MOON
In the middle pass thru and
Allemande left . . .
The heads go forward, back you
bound
Now square thru three-quarters round
The sides pass thru, you’re all facing
out
Join hands and circle south
Circle right, go ’round the room
The heads separate and SHOOT THE
MOON
In the middle square thru
Three-quarters ’round and count ’em
too
Allemande left . . .
Four ladies chain, a grand chain four
Turn ’em, boys, we’ll dance some more
The heads go forward, star thru
Pass thru, star thru the outside two
Pass thru, on to the next, star thru
Pass thru, those who can star thru
Pass thru, you’re all facing out
Join your hands and circle south
Circle right, go round the room
The heads separate and SHOOT THE
MOON
Square thru three-quarters that inside
track
U turn back and box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters round
Allemande left . . .

Your
Record
Dealers
# MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY

charge accounts invited
3414-16 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671
#
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SQUARE YOUR SETS

serving dancers since 1947
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•

WEAVER'S RECORD SERVICE

all labels in stock
MOON STRUCK
By Fred Bailey

Head ladies chain, I don’t mean maybe
W alk all around the left-hand lady
See-saw your pretty little taw
Now join hands, make a ring
Circle left with the pretty little thing
Circle left, a bride and a groom
The heads separate and SHOOT THE
MOON
The lead couple left, the next one
right
Right and left thru the first in sight
Star thru, pass thru, guess who?
Allemande left . . .
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2246 Beverly Place
South Bend, Ind. CE-3-7369

Fa ll-W in te r 1961
Square Dance • Round Dance
RECORD CATALOG
will be available
August 15, 1961

ask yo ur record d ealer
for a free copy
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SUNNY WALTZ
By Arna May and Jimmy Moss

Record: Aqua No. 215.
Position: Open, facing LOD,
Footwork: Opposite throughout.
Direction for M.
Introduction

Meas
1-2 Wait 2 Meas
3-4 BAL A w ay (ACK); BAL Together;
Dance:
Part A
1-4 Waltz FWD, 2, 3; Waltz Manuv
(W Spin); Waltz R, 2, 3; Waltz R to
open;

In open pos, starting L ft, waltz
diag fwd away from ptr; M manuv
to face RLOD, RLR, while W makes
a complete LF solo turn LRL, to end
facing LOD in closed pos; step
bkwd on L to start two RF turning
waltz steps, ending open pos facing
5-8 Waltz FWD, 2, 3; Waltz Manuv
(W Spin); Waltz R, 2, 3; Waltz R to
Open;

Repeat meas. 1-4;
9-12 Step, Swing, -; Wrap, 2, 3;
Wheel FWD, 2, 3; Unwrap, 2, 3;

Step fwd on L, swing R fwd, hold;
retaining W ’s L hand in his R, M
moves to outside (RLR) turning
1/2 RF to face RLOD (stepping
LRL, W turns 1/2 LF moving twd
COH to end facing RLOD in wrap
ped pos.) Join free hands — M ’s L,
W ’s R; still in wrapped pos, step
ping LRL, wheel fwd 1/2 turn to
end on inside facing LOD. (W
wheels bkw d); as M waltzes fwd,
W rolls out RF, prog LOD, to end
open pos facing LOD;
13-16 Step, Swing, -; Wrap, 2, 3;
W heel/ FWD, 2, 3; Unwrap, 2, 3;

Repeat meas 9-12 except end in but
terfly pos, M facing wall.
AUGUST 1961

Part B
17-20 Side, Behind, Side; Front, PT/
SWD, -; Behind, Side, Front; Side,
Touch, -;

Butterfly pos, M facing wall, step L
to side, R behind L, (W also XIB)
to side on L; step R XIF of L then,
still facing ptr, pt L swd in LOD;
moving RLOD, step L behind R, to
side on R, step L XIF of R; to side
on R in RLOD, touch L beside R;
21-24 BAL A w ay; BAL Together; Waltz
FWD; Step, Touch;

Step away from ptr on L, touch R;
touch L assuming semi-closed pos
facing LOD; waltz fwd LRL; step
fwd on R, touch L beside R, still in
semi-closed pos;
25-28 Step, Hook, Turn; 1, 2, 3; Waltz
R, 2, 3; Waltz/FWD, 2, 3;

Step fwd on L toeing out, cross R
in front of L (toe of R is practically
next to toe of L) on 3rd ct of meas
start LF pivot (W walks fwd
C C W ); M continues pivot to end
facing RLOD (W continues circular
walk to* end facing LOD); starting
bk on L do 1/2 RF waltz turn to
end facing LOD still in CP; one
fwd waltz, RLR, turning slightly to
R in lilting waltz styling;
29-32 Waltz L, 2, 3; Waltz L, 2, 3;
Twirl, 2, 3; Step, Touch;

Starting fwd on L, do 2 LF turning
waltz steps down LOD making one
complete turn to end M facing LOD
pos but keeping M’s L, W ’s R hand
joined, M waltzes fwd, LRL, as W
does 1 RF tw irl, RLR, prog LOD;
step fwd in LOD on R, touch L be
side R to end facing LOD in open
pos.
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MY BABY JUST CARES FOR ME
By Es and Joe Turner

Record: Windsor No. 4669.
Position: Open-facing for both intro
duction and dance; partners facing
with M’s back twd COH, M’s R and
W ’s L hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite, direction for M.
Introduction:

Meas
1-4 Wait; Wait; BAL Apart, Point; BAL
Together (twd RLOD), Touch;

W ait 2 meas; step bwd away from
pt and twd COH on L ft, point R
toe fwd to floor twd pt; step diag
fwd twd pt and RLOD on R ft
RLOD at shoulder hgt, touch L toe
beside R ft;
Dance:
1-4 Roll FWD, 2; 3, 4 (dip); Roll Back,
2; 3, 4 (touch);

Swing joined hands fwd then re
leasing, pts solo roll away from each
other down LOD making almost
1 1 / 2 turns with 4 steps, M starting
L ft and rolling L face, W starting
R ft and rolling R face, to end al
most back-to-back and rejoining
M’s R and W ’s L hands extended
twd LOD at shoulder hgt, dipping
fwd on R ft twd LOD w ith R knee
flexed on 4th step with L ft about
12 inches behind R ft; swinging
joined hands bwd then releasing, pts
solo reverse roll away from each
other down RLOD making almost
1 1 / 2 turns with 4 steps, M starting
bwd on L ft and rolling R face, W
starting bwd on R ft and rolling L
face, to end in closed pos, M’s back
twd COH, and touching free toe
(M ’s L and W ’s R) beside weighted
ft briefly on 4th step;

Grapevine down LOD, M stepping
to L side on L ft, stepping on L ft,
stepping on R ft XIB of L (W also
X IB ); step again to L side on L
ft turning slightly L face to almost
face LOD, step thru twd LOD on
R ft: swinging joined hands fwd
then releasing, pts make a non-pro
gressive solo turnaway from each
other in a small arc w ith 2 two
steps, M starting L ft and turning L
face, W starting R ft and turning R
face, to end in open-facing pos with
M ’s back twd COH;
13-16 Repeat Action of Meas 9-12
Except to End in Open Pos, Both
Facing LOD With Inside Hands
Joined;
17-20 FWD, 2; 3, Point; BWD (wrap),
2; 3, Touch;

Start L ft and take 3 steps fwd twd
LOD and diag away from pt to end
with pts at arm’s length apart,
point R toe to floor fwd; as M re
traces his path by starting R ft and
taking 3 steps bwd diag twd RLOD
and pt and touches L toe beside R
ft, W starts bwd on L ft and takes
3 steps to make a full L face turn
down RLOD with M’s R and W ’s L
hands still joined, and touches R
toe beside L ft as pts end in wrap
ped pos, both facing LOD, M’s R
and W ’s L hand joined at W ’s R
hip, M’s L and W ’s R hands joined
in front at shoulder hgt.
21-24 FWD Two Step; FWD Two Step
(release to closed); Turn Two Step;
Turn Two Step (to banjo);

Start L ft and do 4 turning two
steps, progressing down LOD and
making two complete R face turns
to end in open-facing pos, M ’s back
twd COH;

In wrapped pos and starting M’s L
ft, do 1 two step fwd in LOD; drop
ping M’s R from W ’s L hand to
release wrapped pos, M starts R ft
and does 1 more two-step in LOD
turning 1/4 R to face wall, while
W starts L ft and does 1 two step
twd LOD turning 1/4 L to face COH,
ending in closed pos; start L ft and
do 2 turning two steps down LOD,
making a 3/4 face turn to end in
closed banjo pos, M facing LOD;

9-12 Side, Behind; Side, Thru; Turn
A w ay Two Step; Around Two Step
(to open facing);

25-28 FWD Two Step; FWD Two Step;
Dip FWD, Recover; Dip BWD, Re
cover;

5-8 Turn Two Step; Turn Two Step;
Turn Two Step (to open facing);
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In banjo pos, start L ft and do 2 two
steps fwd in LOD; still in banjo
pos, dip fwd in LOD on L ft flex
ing L knee (W dips bwd on R f t ),
recover by stepping bwd in RLOD
on L ft flexing L knee (W fwd on
R ), recover by stepping fwd in
LOD on R ft (W bwd on L ) ;
29-32 FWD Two Step; FWD Two Step;
Dip FWD, Recover; Dip BWD, Step
BWD (to open facing);

Repeat action of Meas 25-27; on
Meas 32, M dips bwd twd RLOD on
L ft, then steps bwd again in RLOD
on R ft, turning 1/4 R to face wall
and touching L toe briefly beside R
ft, while W dips fwd in RLOD on
R ft, steps fwd again in RLOD on L
ft, turning 1/4 R to face COH and
touching R toe briefly beside L ft,
ending with pts in open facing pos,
M ’s back twd COH, M’s R and W ’s
L hands joined and extended out at
shoulder hgt twd RLOD.
OUR LOVE SONG
By Dean and Lorraine Eilis

Record: Challenge No. 59072.
Position: Open, facing LOD,
Footwork: Opposite.
Introduction:

Meas
1-4 Wait
5-8 Grapevine Apart; Grapevine To
gether; Rock Fwd, Back; Rock Bwd,
Fwd;

Grapevine apart, touch; M twd
COH, W twd wall; grapevine to
gether, touch, ending in semi-closed
pos facing LOD; M rocks fwd on L
in slight dip, back in place on R;
rocks bwd twd RLOD in slight dip
on L, fwd in place on R, assuming
butterfly pos M’s back to COH;
Dance:
PART A
1-4 Side, Behind, Side, Brush; TwoStep Fwd; Side, Behind, Side, Brush;
Two-Step Fwd;

In butterfly pos, grapevine LOD,
side L, R behind L, side L, on 4th
count release lead hands and brush
R thru to open pos facing LOD;
starting M’s R do one two-step fwd,
M’s R and W ’s L hands led thru
twd LOD at shoulder heighth; again
assuming butterfly pos M’s back to
COH, repeat meas 1-2, ending in
CP M’s back to COH;
5-8 Turn Two-Step;
Twirl, 2, 3, 4;

Turn

Two-Step;

Do two turning two-steps progres
sing LOD; W twirls twice R-face
under M’s L arm in four steps, end
ing in butterfly pos, M’s back to
COH;
9-16 Repeat Action of Meas 1-8

End in butterfly pos, M’s back to
COH;
PART B
17-20 Face To Face; Back To Back;
Side, Close, Fwd; Side, Close,*Back;

Progressing LOD in butterfly pos,
Step side L, close R, side L, pivoting
to back to back pos, M’s R and W ’s
L hands joined; step swd LOD on R,
close L, side R, pivoting to face ptr
in CP; starting M ’s L, step side on
L, close R to L, step fwd twd wall
on L; step to side on R, close L to
R, step bwd twd COH on R;
21-24 Dip, Recover; Twirl, 2; Rock
Fwd, Back; Rock Bwd, Fwd;

M dips back on L twd COH, re
covers stepping fwd on R, (W dips
fwd on R, back on L) to end in
semi-closed pos facing LOD; as M
walks fwd L, R, W does one R-face
tw irl under M’s L arm in two steps,
ending in semi-closed pos; M rocks
fwd on L in slight dip, back in
place on R; rocks back twd RLOD
in slight dip on L, fwd in place
on R;
25-32 Repeat Action of Meas 17-24;

Ending in butterfly pos M’s back
to COH.

# ATLANTIC CONVENTION — W hether you travel by plane, train, bus or
car, you’re sure to have a good time at the 7th Atlantic Square Dance Conven
tion, September 29 — October 1, at Hadden Hall in Atlantic City, N.J.
The Square and Folk Dance Leaders of Delaware Valley invite all to attend
their Trail Dance preceding the 7th Atlantic Convention on September 27, at
the Garden State Race Track in Philadelphia. For more information contact Art
Seele, 1901 West High Street, Haddon Heights, N.J.
—A rt Seele
% WISCONSIN CONVENTION — Enjoy many planned activities and many
hours of dancing at the Wisconsin Square Dance Convention at Stevens Point,
August 25-27. Contact Brad Landry, 824 - 10th Avenue, Green Bay, Wis., for
further information.
—B rad Landry

# ROUND-O-RAMA — Bob and Helen Smith wick of San Diego, w ill conduct
Montana’s first Round-O-Rama, August 12 and 13, at the Columbia Gardens,
Butte, Mont. In addition to the Round Dance Workshops, there w ill be a round
and square dancers’ picnic, a Saturday night square dance and after party.
—D ale T hornburg
# CONGRATULATIONS to the new officers of the Valley of the Sun Square
Dance Organization: Johnny Schultz, President; Jim Stevens, Vice-President;
—Hap D euel
Pappy Luce, Treasurer; and Kathy Long, Secretary.

TWO C A L L E R - T E A C H E R
A double edition

.

,

.

MANUALS

for TWO levels of calling experience

by JACK MANN
1.

COMPACT VERSION

$2.00 postpaid
(Air Mail 22 cents extra)

* Large collection of dances for the patter repertoire.
* A system of symbols for writing dances in shorthand.
* Important pointers on dealing with beginner classes.
* Abundant exercise material, arranged in logical sequence, for teaching a 15-week square dance
course.
Then, to fill in those items that are assumed as understood by the user of this manual, the following
book is available:

II.

ENLARGED EDITION

$3.00 postpaid
(Air Mail 27 cents extra)

SAME CONTENTS AS THE FIRST MANUAL PLUS THE FOLLOWING:
* Exact phraseology for teaching each basic.
* Important pointers on children's classes.
* Full supply of material especially

suitable for one-night stands.

* Specific pointers on selecting the proper patter record.

Send remittance (no billing) to: JACK MANN, 540 Alcatraz, O akland 9, Calif.
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# NEW OFFICER — W hitey Aamot was elected President of
Dancers Federation of Minnesota at their 10th Annual Square Dance
held recently at Detroit Lakes, Minn. The 1962 Convention w ill
—Lynn
June 22, 23, and 24, at Fairbault, Minn.

the Square
Convention
be held on
W oodw ard

$ OHIO NEWS — Coming September 30, is the Annual Square Round Up
Festival at the Manger Hotel in Cleveland Ohio. Featured callers to supply you
with many hours of dancing are Howard Liffick, Billy Bates, Dean Dreyer and
Gloria Rios. In charge of rounds w ill be Carl and Pat Smith. For additional
information contact John and Ann Flucko, 1427 Beaconfield Street, Lyndhurst 24,
—Tom m ie Jan e and B erie H uffm an
Ohio.
# SAN ANTONIO FESTIVAL — The San Antonio Third Annual Round
Dance Festival held June 9 and 10 was indeed a success. Those who were unable
to attend this year’s festival can look forward to another festival next year, June 8
and 9.
—H elen Gipson
# S/D IS NEWS — Square dancing has been in the lime light in several big
city newspapers during the last few months. "Today’s Living,” the New Y ork
Herald Tribune Magazine, featured an excellent two page spread titled "Square
Dancing Isn’t For Squares” in the January 22, 1961 edition. Square dance
background, pictures and a list of contacts for information was included.
The Detroit Free Press issued several special "Square Dance Editions” during
the National Convention June 29, 30 and July 1. A full front page of photos each
night of the Convention served to stimulate interest among non-dancers in the
Detroit area. Big city newspapers are interested in square dancing. Let them know
what you and your club are doing. Square Dancing Is News.

NEW RE L E ASE S
ON S U N N Y HILLS
No. 3165

No. LP-1006

SHORTEE

BEGINNER'S SQUARE
DANCE ALBUM No. 1

A new Round Dance, a new or
chestra, a new idea—with chore
ography by Julie & Bert Passerello. Flip side with cues by Julie.

Designed for those with as little
as 12 hours of instruction. Jim
Enloe calls this one for you.

★

★

SUNNY HILLS R E C O R D S
1600 SUNNY CREST
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FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
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Summer activity has quieted just a
little. W hat a perfect time to take a
second look at the Convention-taught
Rounds. Most everyone agrees that
Round Dance-wise this one was the
best yet, and we are far enough now
from the coloring personalities of
whoever might have presented these
dances to be able to evaluate them
for their own worth alone. The offer
ing of good substantial Round Dance
fare was rather sparce.
W ithout question two of the waltz

hits of the National were VIEN
VIEN and DREAMY MELODY. Also
in the waltz category were SEA
BREEZE and SUNNY which should
make their mark as favorites.
Among the two-step dances pre
sented and favored by dancers and
leaders alike were MEAN TO ME,
NEVER SA Y NEVER, CHASIN’
RAINBOWS, and M Y BABY JUST
CARES FOR ME.
Other quite possible favorites in
clude DI ROMA, and CHEEK TO

ATTENTION RECORD DEALERS!
We're your best bet for securing the following labels:
AQUA
B-E
BALANCE
BEL-MAR
BENZ
BLACK MOUNTAIN
BLUE STAR BOGEN BROADCAST DASH FOLKRAFT FUN 'N' FROLIC
GRENN
HAPPY HOUR
HOEDOWN
IMPERIAL
INTRO
J BAR L
KALOX KEENO LONGHORN LORE M acGREGOR OLD TIMER RANCH
RAINBOW
SETS IN ORDER
SHAW
SMART
SUNNY HILLS
SWINGING SQUARE
TOP
WESTERN JUBILEE
WINDSOR
All records are 100 per cent guaranteed.
IF YOUR ORDER WILL TOTAL FIFTY RECORDS OR MORE
DEALERS MAY PHONE US COLLECT
JAckson 4779
(wholesale only)

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
IF IT'S "SQUARE DANCE" RECORDS -

1815 DOUGLAS STREET
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WE'VE GOT 'EM

OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
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CHEEK. W e may all have our per
sonal favorites but these are the rou
tines that appealed to the majority of
the dancers and leaders in attendance.
The folks who worked w ith and at
the National this year should be con
gratulated on the fine job that they
did. The facilities w ill be enviable
to each subsequent host of a National.
If you w ill be attending one of the
many fine Square Dance and Round
Dance vacation institutes, and most
of us w ill, may we offer a word here
to all.
Week-long institutes are a wonder
ful place to get a thorough exposure
to Round Dance fundamentals or
basics. This is your opportunity,
whether you're experienced or novice
dancers, to begin to learn the "how”
of Round Dancing.
W e picked up one clever idea for
the ladies at the Convention. Round
Dance instructors from Canada pur
chase small square boxes of clear plas
tic used for saving and storing left

overs in the refrigerator. They make
small attractive Round Dance hand
bags from them. Two small holes are
drilled at the edge of one side of the
container directly thru both the box
and the lid. Small round elastic is
threaded thru the holes and tied se
curely to act as a hinge for the top
of the box.
A bright band of ribbon or other
material is fastened to the opposite
side to act as a handle for the bag.
The inside of the container may be
loosely lined w ith a fabric to go with
or to contrast w ith your favorite dance
dress. It may also be left clear. Gay
plastic flowers may be glued to the
top and sides for a festive note. This
little bag is just big enough for neces
sary change, lip stick, an extra cue
sheet, last week's list of things that
must be done this week, and the like.
A ll of this reminds us of the list
we made up three weeks ago of those
things we "must” do . . . now what
did we do w ith the list . . . See you
'Round!

FREE

FREE

CATALOG NO. 1

CATALOG NO. 2

Send for new

Send for new

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
CATALOG-

MIKE'S WESTERN STORE
CATALOG-

Squctre and Round Dance records classified
alphabetically, albums, books, stationery, P.A.
systems, dancing shoes, plus many other
hard to get items.

Nationally advertised brands at Low Prices.
Square dance and western clothes, jewelry,
boots, dresses, ties, concho belts, also many
new original items.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

FREE RECORD BONUS OFFER

1210 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix 14, Ariz.

Home of Mike Michele's Square Dance Barn

Send N-O-W for your copy of
SQUARE DANCERS GUIDE
127 Basic Steps Explained In Simplified Terms
With Illustrations and Large, Clear Print

ROUND DANCERS GUIDE
30 Basic Figures of Round Dancing
Including W altz, Fox Trot, Two-Stiep, etc.

"DANCING is moving to MUSIC"
We offer you MUSIC for DANCING and DANCES
for the MUSIC.
ROUNDS are our business — new rounds and old,
with a beat for your feet and a tune for
your heart.

These books are a MUST for your
Dance Library

CONTRAS are our pride and joy — wonderful
band tunes, wonderful patterns.

Send $1.00 plus 10c postage for each book to:
(Califorrtians add 4c tax)

Why not send us a postcard for our catalog?

NOBLE

E.

SPEES

24602 Eshelman Ave., Lomita, Calif.
AUGUST 1961

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colorado
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presents
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BURTON'S WRANGLERS
featured band at the
Detroit National Convenion
and

MAX ENGLE
With Two Top-Notch Hoedowns and Hash Calls

STAR FLICKER

OVER YONDER

flip instrumental
No. 1012

flip instrumental
No. 1013

CALLERS — you'll feel 700 feet tall using these original hoedowns
DANCERS — Max calls Hash at its finest for your dancing enjoyment
(Below: Burton's Wranglers — Photo courtesy Copy Craft)

LOOK! . . . CALLERS Why Take Chances?
DANCE WITH SAFETY
Use the "Velco" Twins
SLO-DOWN Powder to
reduce slipping
SPEE-DUP Mild Dance W ax
No Dust — No Paraffin
No Abrasives
16 oz. pkg. Slow-Down or 11 oz. pkg. Speed-Dup
$1.75 postpaid

JOHNNY VELOTTA SUPPLY SERVICE
809
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Palm A y e ., W.

Hollywood 46, Calif.

DANCERS

BADGES that "SA Y HELLO"
Any color, shape, style or design. Can copy
any badge, motif. Send sketch for free club
sample. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Prices: Name—60c, Name and City—65c
Name, Club and City—70c
Sound equipment — Califone, Newcombs,
Mikes, Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors in
stock. Square Craft authentic handmade
jewelry for men and women.
Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges

PLASTIC ENGRAVERS- 2
BOB ROTTMANN — BEverly 3-5527
11041 So. Talman Ave.
Chicago 55, III.
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WINDSOR RECORDS
No. 4805 Sally/ /Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Max Forsyth

A very snappy delivery of a modern singing call with nice rhythm. A superb
instrumental.
GRENN RECORDS
No. 12035 Big Daddy//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Johnny Davis

An extreme hi-level dance that should be a hit with the club dancers. The
instrumental is nicely phrased and has excellent tone quality.
No. 12037 Johnston’s Rag//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Earl Johnston

Another club dance routine done in a standard rag. Earl uses the music to its
fullest possible extent.
No. 12039 Just the Same//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Ron Schneider

A medium-level club dance neatly sung by Ron Schneider.
KEENO RECORDS
No. 2180 Row, Row, Row /Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Harold Bausch

The instrumental side is quite acceptable if you need this tune on 45 rpm.
It was well recorded earlier.
DASH RECORDS
No. 2527 Bully of the Town//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Larry Garrett

If you are looking for a good recording of "Bully” don’tdepend on this
as the verse is amputated. The dance is just so-so.
No. 2528 Hey, Good Lookin’//Instrumental

one

Square Dance with calls by Dale Durbin

The recording on this one has nothing special to recommend it. The dance
is hi-level club.
No. 2529 W ay Down South/ Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Del Price

A glossary call of about medium club level.
BLUE STAR RECORDS
No. 1581 Pickles//Instrumental
No. 1582 Footprints in the Snow//Instrumental
Square Dances with calls by Vaughn Parrish

This pair are very neatly and nicely delivered singing calls. Quite pleasant
to listen to. Medium-level dances.
SETS IN ORDER RECORDS
No. F-122 Stealing Kisses//Instrumental
Square Dance with call by Bob Page

A nicely recorded singing call. Simple dance.
AUGUST 1961
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LIGHTNING S RECORDS
No. 702
Token of Y our Love//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Buzz Brown

The call is delivered in hillbilly style. The dance is hi-level club.
quality good.
No. 901 Singing & Swinging/ Instrumental

Tone

Square Dance with calls by Pancho Baird

A pleasant and simple item which w ill be enjoyed by beginners and callers
working w ith relaxed groups.
KALOX RECORDS
No. 1010 Somebody's Pushing//Instrumental
No. 1011 My Blue Heaven// Instrumental
Square Dances with calls by C. O. Guest

Two medium to low-level club dances. The delivery on No. 1010 is good and
the tone quality excellent. The second of the pair is performed in a jazzy
style that succeeds in confusing the melody.
TOP CALLER RECORDS
No. 25015 Margie//Instrumental
Square Dance with calls by Len Roos

An extremely hi-level club dance, adequately called.
most competent.
No. 25016 Women in Love//Instrumental

The instrumental is

Square Dance with call by Dick Leger

A beautifully rhythmic and smooth flowing singing call should make this one
a hit.
PROMPT CALLING (concluded)

phrase. This is shown by placing it
above the eight lines required for this
64 step dance.
DO-sa-DO the LAdy at the LEft
SAme Girl SWing and WHir!
Right and left THru with the
COuple ACross
TWO step TUrn and Right and
left BAck
LAdies CHain ACros the SEt
- - - - TUrn the Girls and CHain them
BAck
Right hand STar in the Middle
of the SEt
STar by the LEft the OTher w ay
BAck

The last four beats shown in paren
thesis are used to prompt the start
of the following sequence
This prompt call has been placed
on beats 5, 6, 7, and 8 of each previous
phrase. This is a good way to start as
it makes it easy for the caller to be
32

come conscious of each musical phrase.
After a little practice it w ill be found
that at many places only two beats, 7
and 8, are needed to prompt the call.
The caller can then fill in w ith patter,
reserving enough beats for the "com
mand” or "prompt” calls. Calls for
quadrilles can be phrased in the same
manner.
Square dance music has a certain
type of rhythm and this rhythm fo l
lows a definite pattern. Calls put to
a tune should follow, as closely as
possible, arrangement of word syll
ables which fit into the rhythm of the
tune. This is METERING the call to
the music. Music used for contras is
normally of such a nature that meter
ing is not a problem. Quadrilles are
often danced to music which is more
lyrical. Then the words of the call
should be properly metered.
Prompt calling is a challange, it's
fun, and it adds variety to any dance
program.
AMERICAN SQUARES

BOGE N # #

#

THE SOUND WAY
TO INVEST IN
SOUND SYSTEMS

MODEL VP-20

The most versatile portable
available . . .
• 20 watt output
• 29 thru 86 rpm
• G.E. cartridge
• 2 mike jacks
• Radio and tape jacks
® monitor output
(write for complete details)

ONLY $138.15
F.O.B., Newark, N.J.

EXTRA

SPEAKERS

MAKE YOUR VP-20 A 3-SPEAKER OUTFIT!
B-0-0-E-N
Model SCC-12
Here is a handsome
pair of m a t c h i n g
speakers in a split
carrying case. 25 watt
Hi-Fi speakers each
equipped with a 15'
cable.

ONLY $49.50
F.O.B., Newark, N. J.

DANCE RECORD CENTER
T159 Broad Street Newark 2, New Jersey

RECORD DEALERS NOTE!
Big things are happening at Heritage.
We're expanding to serve you better.
Now we can serve you faster and
more efficiently than ever before.
Let us fill your next order for:
• Records
• Books
• Sound Equipment
• Record Cases
• Many Other Items
Call us collect for orders of 50 or more records.
Write for catalogs.
Note our new name — its a sign of progress.

(formerly Heritage-American Co.)
— wholesale only —

Phones: 762-9444, 762-9445
P. O. Box 62, Moline, III.

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
Why settle for anything less when an original
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Showroom"

and

value.

You'll

compare

the quality,

be amazed

at the

styling

and

savings.

BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court — Miami 37, Fla.

Travel 100 miles each
w ay
(one square or
more) to attend club or
open dance. For appli
cation form write:

WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash.
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LITTLE
RED
BARN
Square dancers Margie and Larry
May wanted a place to teach, call and
promote their favorite hobby. This
desire Jed to the construction of the
Little Red Barn in Crystal City, Mo.,
in I960.
The Barn (pictured above) is 40 by
60 feet. It’s sealed with fiber board
and has a hardwood oak floor. Twenty
squares can dance in comfort. Eight
feet across the front was compactly
designed for two rest rooms, a well
room, caller’s stand, kitchenette, coat
racks and entrance.
W ith the exception of roller skating
for dancers on Wednesday evenings,
the Barn is used exclusively for square
dance activities. Classes are conducted
as often as the demand warrants them.
Says Larry May, "'Getting students
is our biggest problem. Newspaper
ads, handbills and window posters do
not produce a great response. Dancers
bringing someone new has been the
most effective.
"The latest idea is to find a group
that meets regularly and spend an
evening with them at their meeting
place. W e actually give them their
first night of square dancing . . . the
results have been very pleasing. W e’re
going to work further on the idea . . .
W hat are others doing to promote new
classes?”
AMERICAN SQUARES

SUMMERTIME DICING IS FUNDI DANCING
with these light-hearted new

ROUND DANCES

it

WABASH BRUSH

55

For their debut into the realm o f ch o re o g ra p h y ,
B O Y D and BETTY FIN K o f N ile s, M ich ig a n , o ffer
a novel two-step using the all-tim e fa v o rite tune
of

“ W ab ash

B lu e s.”

It is a

d a n ce

that both

sq u are and round d a n ce rs w ill like b e cau se it’s
hig hly in teresting , yet quite e a sy . The music is by
the full B O N N IE LEE B A N D .

"IRISHMAN'S T AN GO "
C om posed
T e x a s,

by FR A N K IE M cW H O R T ER o f Lub bock,

and

d e d ic a te d

to

her

la te

h u sb an d ,

this

en tra n cin g new tango routine w ill go a long w a y
to w ard co nvin cin g d a n ce rs and te a ch e rs that rounds
set to Latin rhythm a re e a sy to do — an d lo a d s o f
fun .

The

G EO RGE

PO O LE

O RCH ESTRA

fu rn ish es

superb music fo r this e n jo y a b le d a n c e .

WINDSOR No. 4668

OTHER RECENT ROUNDS
OF UNUSUAL MERIT
# 4 6 6 7 , D R E A M Y M E L O D Y (waltz) and
C L A R I N E T C A P E R S (two-step)

Windsor 'Records

# 4 6 6 6 , W H E N L I G H T S A R E LO W (waltz) and
K E E P IT M O V I N G (two-step)
# 4 6 6 5 , V I E N , V I E N (waltz) and
M E A N T O M E (two-step)

p-

Reuben Merchant
R. D. 1
Nassau, New York

W -C I'W

,

Squaw

5A

POLOQES

Regular, Large
and Junior Sizes

D resses

e a u tifu lly d esign ed in Cotton G eorgette an d in Zuni
L , , W bbe,

By the Yard . ..
Cotton Georgette . .. the finest quality
in more than 20 beautiful colors.
Zuni Cloth . .. no-iron, semi-sheer, durable.
Braids... ornamental and with Gold, Silver
or Copper, keyed to Georgette and
Zuni colors.
Accessory Trim s... attractive and unusual.

Send 25c fo r C O M P L E T E
fo ld e r w ith illu strations,
dress and y a rd a g e samples.

A

D ept,
1 4 0 5 Jew e ll Ave.

T o p eka, K a n ,

